ABSTRACT The opportunistic networks and the bike-sharing systems have been attracting much research attention in these years. In this paper, the cycling trips and the buffers of bike stations are utilized to relay the large volume of data. The Markov chain is exploited to formulate and estimate the delivery ratio with the mathematical lattice model. Then, the probability-driven opportunistic forwarding (POF) scheme, which calculates the delivery potentials from the possible delivery paths, is proposed. The relay evaluations, which consider the proper sequence of cycling trips, are made to support the data forwarding decisions. Moreover, the strategies, i.e., the discard notification and the backward elimination, are exploited to drop the redundant replications of data as many as possible. The extensive simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms several benchmark algorithms, e.g., prophet, spray & wait, and JDER, in terms of the delivery ratio, the delivery latency, and the expected hop count.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opportunistic Networks (OppNets) [1] , where the intermittent connectivity is generated from opportunistic contacts among mobile nodes without an end-to-end stable link between the source and the destination, have been attracting the increasing research attention and serve the data propagation as the extension and supplement of the traditional networks, e.g., Internet and Cellular Networks. Due to the lack of instantaneous end-to-end routes, OppNets exploit the occasional contact opportunities, which are investigated and predicted to promote the performance of data delivery, to achieve the data dissemination.
One of the key challenges in opportunistic networks is the data dissemination, especially exploiting the probabilistic data exchange and the multi-hop store-and-forward transmission, which has been the subject of recent intensive studies. Obviously, traditional data forwarding schemes [2] , [3] The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Omer Chughtai. mainly relied on the contact history of nodes to increase the efficiency of the data delivery. In [4] - [6] , massive theory analyses were emphasized for the performance metrics under various models, e.g., Markov chains model and Markov transition matrix, which are utilized to estimate the expected delivery latency and calculate the state transition probability, respectively.
Meanwhile, most of existing opportunity-based routing algorithms in OppNets utilized the additional information of nodes to handle the intermittent connectivity. The geographic information, which relies on the location information instead of the contact history, has been considered in the data forwarding [7] - [10] . In [9] , both the contact history and the geographic information are exploited to establish a precise model to predict the moving trajectory of nodes. Some routing protocols [11] - [14] were designed when making forwarding decision and relay selection. For example, [11] forwarded the packets to the relay nodes with higher delivery capability. In addition to the geographic metrics, social information of nodes, e.g., community and centrality, are utilized in social-based data forwarding methods [15] - [19] . Adopting the social cognitive heuristics for self-organizing, [17] designed a data dissemination algorithm for OppNets.
The bike-sharing systems, where a large amount of bicycles/stations are deployed to provide the green and efficient public transports for the residents to alleviate the LastMile travel problem, have been popularized in more than 100 countries. The challenges in the bike-sharing system, i.e. the imbalance problem, the trip prediction and the repositioning approaches, were studied and addressed through diverse methods. In the docked bike-sharing system, the bike stations usually consist of some pre-deployed electronic docks and a screen, which can show the information, e.g., the advertisement video, the traffic alerts, to the cyclers. Many research efforts have been made to explore the patterns of the bike-sharing system in recent years [20] - [22] . They investigated the bicycle sharing system by approaches in OppNets to find out the spatial-temporal properties of the system.
In this paper, we focus on the data forwarding in the bikesharing system. The main idea of the proposed scheme is to estimate the delivery potentials and to evaluate the relay bike station for increasing the delivery ratio. In the current docked bike-sharing systems, the bike stations, which are usually pre-deployed along the roads and equipped with the stable power supply, can provide the charging service for the bikes conveniently. Thus we will not consider the power supply problems among the stations and the bikes. Many existing interference cancellation and spectrum allocation methods, i.e., [23] , [24] , can be exploited to eliminate/reduce the interference and improve the performance of the simultaneous data transmissions, which may lead to the signal interference in the same bike station. Due to the page limitation, the interference avoiding and the spectrum allocation methods will not be discussed here. The main contributions are as follows.
• The data transmission network is constructed for the one-way transmission, based on the properties analysis of the bike-sharing system.
• We formulate the delivery ratio using the finite-state Markov Chain and conduct the estimation of delivery ratio with the mathematically lattice model.
• We construct the Delivery Potential Matrix based on the cycling trips, and propose the POF algorithm with consideration of the proper sequence of cycling trips. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The literature on the opportunistic network and the bike-sharing system are reviewed in Section II. We analyze the trip records of the Nanjing bike-sharing system and construct the data transmission network in Section III. The delivery ratio in the mathematically lattice model is formulated and estimated in Section IV. The delivery potential matrix and the POF algorithm are presented in Section V. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. ESTIMATION APPROACHES FOR OPPNETS
Data dissemination in OppNets has attracted significant efforts to improve its performance with different metrics, including the delivery ratio, the transmission latency and the hop count. The work about the theory analysis aimed to estimate the performance metrics under various models. With the imperfect cooperation, [4] exploited the Continuous Time Markov Chains to analyze the expected delay in the binary replication model with the fixed budget and designed the optimal policy to dynamically decide the sharing budget with the encountered node. After calculating the physical distance, the expected number of transmissions was formulated with the finite-state Markov transition matrix in the random geometric network [5] . In order to estimate the endto-end delay, a queueing model with the limited buffer size was presented in [6] to calculate the queuing state transition probability.
B. CONTACT HISTORY OR GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING
To design the effective routing algorithm, which is the main challenge in OppNets, many works utilized the contact history and the geographic location. To predict the future contacts, [25] exploited the spatial contexts and the contact history to extract the individuals' walking trends. In [26] , an energy-efficient routing scheme was proposed to reduce the number of transferred packets in the network. Based on the fine-grained contact information, FGAR [27] predicted the future contacts and controlled the message replications to improve the delivery ratio. The geographic routing is another key information for the forwarding decision in OppNets. Reference [16] obtained the geographic mobility pattern from the Shanghai taxicab traces, and proposed a two-level routing scheme based on the macroscopic connectivity and the microscopic likelihood. Based on the multi-copy spraying approach, the messages, which follow the directions away from the destination area will be eliminated to free the space for the new delivered data [28] . Reference [29] proposed the PRO routing algorithm, which predicts the variation of SINR and the packet queue length for the receiver, to achieve better packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay in the streets. In [14] , an opportunistic routing based on the vehicle mobility association, which calculates the data transmission probability with the Hidden Markov Model, was proposed to choose the optimal data transmission path. Backpressurebased routing also has been considered as an effective strategy to optimize the throughput and estimate the delay bound in the low load scenarios in [12] , [13] .
C. SOCIAL DATA FORWARDING IN OPPNETS
Social-characteristics-based forwarding schemes exploited the social relations of mobile nodes to improve the performance in OppNets. Utilizing the distributed social map of nodes, [11] evaluated the packet delivery capacity of each link and forwarded the packets to the relay nodes with higher delivery capacity to the destinations. Two social and structural metrics, namely centrality and community, were exploited to design the social-based forwarding algorithm [15] . In [18] , a social identity-aware opportunistic routing algorithm was proposed, where the social identities and the social influences of mobile nodes were considered. [30] exploited the explicit and implicit social relationships to provide a cluster-based data forwarding method. Considering the selfish or malicious behaviors, the social trust were established to reduce the impact of performance in [31] .
D. CYCLING BEHAVIORS IN BIKE-SHARING SYSTEM
In the bike-sharing system, the spatial-temporal properties of the cyclers' behaviors are explored by many researchers. Based on the historical records and the meteorology data, the spatial-temporal bicycle mobility model was proposed to predict the check in/out behaviors [20] . To cluster the bike stations of the Vélib' system in Paris, [21] exploited the poisson mixture model and the EM algorithm through the departure/arrival counts per hour. Reference [22] forecasted the unsatisfied demands of the stochastic bicycle trips and proposed the routing algorithm for the vehicles to reposition the bikes among the different parking sites.
Many research efforts have been made on the OppNets and the bike-sharing system, respectively. However, how to utilize the mobility of the cyclers and the cycling trips in the bike-sharing system to conduct the data forwarding is still challenging. In this paper, the data propagation network will be constructed in the bike-sharing systems, where the cycling trips are used to calculate the potential of the data delivery and perform the data forwarding.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. BICYCLE TRACE ANALYSIS
We exploit the bicycle traces from Nanjing public bicycle system, which is composed of over 200 bike stations deployed in the Pukou District, to explore the cycling patterns of the cyclers. Due to the transmission cost limits, the stations exploit the low-speed transmission technology, i.e., GPRS with the rate less than 40 kbps, to converge the bicycle check in/out records at the server, which is shown in Fig. 2 .
First we explore the cycling trip patterns of cyclers, which are shown in Fig. 1 . The average daily trip number is shown in Fig. 1(b) , which is counted per hour based on the 4 weeks traces in June, 2017. Here we can observe the cycling pattern that there are two peaks at the commutes around 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. in the weekdays, whereas the morning peak is postponed and degrades in the weekends.
Then we calculate the popularity of stations. In Fig. 1 (c), we select a station, i.e., station 183, and find that it is strongly connected with only a few stations by the trips but weakly connected with the rest stations.
B. DATA DISSEMINATION IN THE BIKE-SHARING SYSTEM
Due to the limit of the bandwidth and transmission rate, the multimedia data, e.g., the high-definition advertisement video and publicity film with large volume of data, are not able to be shared directly among the stations through the GPRS links, which mainly focus on uploading the checkin/out records to the server. Thus the store-carry-forward strategy is employed into the data dissemination in the bikesharing system. The bikes are exploited to carry the data and forward them to the proper station, which achieves the large volume of data migration among the stations. Aiming at not changing the current operation flow of the bike-sharing system, e.g., the check-out or check-in of users, we explore the macro-mobility characteristics of bikes to improve the performance of data forwarding among the stations.
Assume that all stations are equipped with the limited buffers and the short range communication interfaces, e.g., bluetooth, which makes it possible for the stations to replicate and store the data, shown in Fig. 2 . For example, the multimedia advertisement data, which should be presented near the potential guests through the screen of station s 3 , only can be directly uploaded to station s 1 by the maintenance staff, because station s 1 is near the management office of the bike-sharing system. For the convenience of the data forwarding, the multimedia data can be encapsulated into packets with the station id. When a cycler unlocks a bike at s 1 and returns this bike at s 2 , the data in station s 1 can be transmitted to station s 2 via this bike at the same time. Based on the multi-hop transmission, the data can be delivered from s 1 to s 3 via s 2 . Considering the limitation of buffer size, s 2 should discard the redundant data, which have been transmitted to s 3 , to make space for the new data. However, when the cycling trip (s 2 → s 3 ) is accomplished, s 2 can not know whether data 2 has been received by s 3 , because the forwarding decision of data 2 is made in s 3 , which is far away from s 2 . Thus we introduce the discard notification mechanism. Here the discard notification with limited size, which will notify s 2 to discard data 2, can be delivered from s 3 to s 2 via the cellular networks.
Then we list the notations used in this paper. S = 
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we first construct the mathematically lattice model with the limited buffer to analyze the moving probabilities of bicycles among different stations. Then we exploit the Markov Chain to formulate the process of the data dissemination and derive the delivery ratio. Subsequently, the simulation and the analysis are conducted.
A. LATTICE MODEL
As analysis results in Section III, most of the bike stations only have few strongly related stations. Moreover, most bicycle trips are short in their moving distance and usually less than 4 km as shown in Fig The sum of the data generation rate in all the stations is set as ϒ, where ϒ = i j =i υ i,j and υ i,j is the generation rate of data in s i with destination s j . In this paper, s i and s j is set as uniformly chosen. Thus υ i,j = ϒ M 2 (M 2 −1) , ∀i, j and i = j. The buffer limit in each station can be set as G. Considering the periodicity of the bike mobility, we assume that the trips between any two stations follow the Poisson process [21] .
B. DELIVERY STATE IN LATTICE MODEL
Assume station s i is not located at the corners/edges in the lattice model. With the Poisson process, the probability that the data can be successfully delivered from s i to s x in T , which is the time slot of the whole simulation, can be computed as
where λ i→x is the expected frequency of the cycling trips,
We first investigate the probability, of which the data can be successfully transmitted to the next hop in T . The idea of percolation theory [32] will be exploited to determine the next hop, where the data must follow the routing paths with minimal hops. As an example, s 12 in Fig. 3(a) initializes a data delivery request, whose destination station is s 24 . Each available hop is represented by the blue arrow in Fig. 3(a) . As shown in Fig. 3(b) , all the stations in the lattice model can be divided into 8 station regions from s i , i.e., T L (TopLeft), BR (BottomRight), R (Right), etc. The delivery of data in s i with destination s j can be served in the following two cases:
The available next hops of data include only one station. Further, if j ∈ B, the next possible station is s i+M . Thus the successful probability that the data can be delivered in T , is
The probability that the data can not be delivered and are still stored in s i is 1 − P i,B .
2) j ∈ T L∪T R∪BL∪BR. The available next hops of the data include two stations. As an example, if j ∈ BR, the data can be delivered to both s i+M and s i+1 . The computation of the delivered probability depends on three situations, which is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Considering the situation that the delivery s i → s i+1 happens but s i → s i+M does not happen in T , whose probability is p i→i+1 · (1 − p i→i+M ), the data will be delivered to s i+1 before the end of T . However, if both s i → s i+1 and s i → s i+M happen with probability p i→i+1 · p i→i+M , the next hop of the data depends on which delivery happens earlier than the other one. Thus P i,BR (s i+1 ) and P i,BR (s i+M ), which are the probabilities that the next hop of the data is s i+1 and s i+M respectively, can be derived as
where p i→i+M and p i→i+1 can be calculated according to (1) . The probability that the data are still stored in s i is 1
Similarly, the successful delivery probabilities with other diagonal directions, i.e., P i,T L , P i,T R , P i,BL , can be calculated.
With the successful delivery probability of data, the queuing model in kth T is constructed to analyze the state of the station in Fig. 3(d) . Q With the above calculation of successful delivery probability, the mean amount of data, which are delivered from s i to its neighbour station s i+1 in the kth T , can be derived as
where P i,BR (s i+1 ) and P i,T R (s i+1 ) can be calculated according to (2) . Similarly, U
i→i−M can also be obtained. The amount of data, which is delivered from s i to its neighbour stations in the kth T can be computed as
Again, the amount of data, which converges at s i in the kth T , can be obtained as
As a part of A (k)
i , the amount of data with destination s i which arrives at s i in the kth T , is
i+M ,i are the amount of data kept in the neighbour stations for s i . Note that if s i is located at the corners/edges of the lattice model, (4) and (5) should be modified. For example, when i mod M = 1, which means s i is located at the left edge, U
C. DELIVERY RATIO IN LATTICE MODEL
Assume that the data are delivered from s i to its neighbour stations at the beginning of T [6] , the Markov chain can be employed into the calculation of the buffer state transition probabilities. The delivery ratio, which is the important metric of OppNets, can be derived as
By the multi-hop forwarding strategy, all data will finally be: (i) successfully delivered to the destination stations; (ii) discarded from the source and the relay stations; (iii) still stored by the stations. In the long term of the delivery process, since the stored data can be ignored due to the huge volume of the generated data, lim K →+∞ D R +DP R = 1. Thus the drop ratio, from which the delivery ratio can be derived, can be approximated as
where D i is the expected amount of data dropped from s i and AG i is the expected amount of data generated in s i . Considering that AG
has been obtained, we focus on the dropped data. Within T , the amount of data delivered from s i to its neighbour stations, U i ) may cause that the oldest data in the buffer will be dropped. Thus, we have
Without loss of generality, we assume the same λ for all cycling trips and analyze D R and DP R in the 2 × 2 lattice model. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the buffer of each station is divided into two equal size buffers: (i) Selfish Buffer (G s = G 2 ), which accommodates the data generated from this station; (ii) Relay Buffer (G r = G 2 ), which stores the data generated from other stations. The analysis processes of the drop ratio are as follows.
1) State Transition of Selfish Buffer. The selfish buffer of s i in kth T can be labeled as C (k)
i . Since there are at most M 2 − 1 kinds of data, which can be generated from s i and be stored in the selfish buffer, the number of selfish buffer states in s i is
and AG i , · · · } is a Discrete-Time Markov Chain, with which the state transition is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Considering that ϒ · T < 1, the probability that the data I (i, j) is generated in T is
With p new , the probability that no packet is generated in T can be derived as p none = 1 − (M 2 − 1) · p new . Denote P s as the state transition matrix of selfish buffer, the steady-state probability vector, π s , can be calculated based on π s = π s ·P s .
According to U i , we can calculate the expected amount of data, which is dropped from the selfish buffer, for a buffer state. Thus the vector d s , which is the expected amount vector of dropped data, for each selfish buffer state.
2) State Transition of Relay Buffer. In the 2 × 2 lattice model, there are at most two kinds of data stored in the relay buffer of the station, i.e., the data I (2, 3, 1) and the data I (3, 2, 1) in the relay buffer of s 1 . The relay buffer can also be labeled via the method, which is similar to C (k) i in the selfish buffer. The number of relay buffer states in s i is G r i=0 2 i in the 2 × 2 lattice model. However, the state transition of relay buffer in s 1 relates to the amount of both the coming data I (2, 3, 1) and the coming data I (3, 2, 1), which will be transmitted to the relay station s 1 from s 2 and s 3 , respectively. Here the amount of I (2, 3, 1), which are delivered from s 2 to s 1 in T , will be estimated from the steadystate of selfish buffer π s . Denote P r as the state transition matrix of relay buffer, the steady-state of relay buffer (π r ) can also be obtained based on π r = π r ·P r . With the method to calculate d s , the expected amount vector of data, which is dropped from the relay buffer, d r , can also be calculated.
3) When T → +∞, D i can be approximated as π s · d s + π r · d r , where d s and d r denote the expected amount of data that are dropped from the selfish buffer and the relay buffer, respectively. Due to the symmetry of the 2 × 2 lattice model, an approximation of DP R can be derived as
where
Then the estimation of the delivery ratio, D R , can be 1 − DP R .
The analytical results and the simulation of D R and DP R in the 2 × 2 lattice model are shown in Fig. 5 . As expected, VOLUME 7, 2019 D R + DP R tends to be 1 in the delivery process. We observed that D R decreases with λ increasing. The reason is that the data will be more easily delivered to the destination when the expected frequency of cycling trips increases.
The bike missing, which means that the cycling bike is not returned to the station within 12 hours, is usually an accidental event in the docked system. For example, there are 316 bike missing events found in the 30 days trace of Nanjing public bicycle system. This is because that the cycler is firmly required his/her true identity information in the registration of the docked systems, which means the incorrect operations, e.g., random parking and late return, will damage the cycler's credit. Although the bike may be lost, the data in the station are still kept until the station receives the data discard instructions. In the high bike missing or barely used scenarios, e.g., in the midnight, the performance of the data delivery will be degraded, i.e., the increasing delivery latency, with the decrease of available cycling trips. Furthermore, most of regular commuting cycling trips, which affect the data delivery performance, are less than 3 km and can be finished in 10 min. In the algorithm design, we will not consider the bike speed, whose change exerts limited influence on the delivery latency.
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
The trips between the bike stations, which are usually connected to the fixed number of stations, happen periodically, e.g., daily or weekly, as discussed in Section III. When a cycling trip ends in a station, the station should make the decisions on whether to replicate the data for itself and whether to require the check-out station to erase the delivered data. In this section, the probabilistic properties of cycling trips will be exploited to propose the Probability-driven Opportunistic Forwarding (POF) scheme.
A. DELIVERY POTENTIAL
Aiming at designing the effective packet delivery scheme, the delivery potential, which represents the probability of data delivery between any two stations, is evaluated. Considering the daily periodicity of the cycling trips, the delivery potential will be updated by the exponentially weighted moving average (EWEA). Thus, the delivery potential of s i → s j on the k + 1th day of the delivery process can be derived as
where the coefficient α ∈ (0, 1). Denote the number of cycling trips from s i to s j on the kth day of delivery process as N (i, j, k), p i,j,k can be calculated as
which can be viewed as the probability of successfully delivered in a single day based on (1). Intuitively, when N (i, j, k) increases with k increasing, the delivery potential of s i → s j on the next day will increase. Therefore, the overview of the delivery potential for all the stations on the kth day, which is a n × n Delivery Potential Matrix (DPM), can be derived as
, can be calculated by (12) and P
Note that DPM is the asymmetric matrix because of the unbalanced usage of the sharing bikes. As shown in Fig. 2 , a new cycling trip can be recorded immediately from the check-in station to the server via the cellular network. Thus N (i, j, k) can be counted by the server daily. Since the size of DPM is limited, DPM can be pushed to all the stations daily after being calculated by the server via the existing cellular network. Furth more, DPM can be set to be updated at 0 a.m. every day. The complexity of updating DPM is O(n 2 ).
B. RELAY EVALUATION BASED ON DPM
When the data I (s, d, i) is carried by a bike from s i to s j , the forwarding decision needs to be made at s j immediately. Then the relay station s j for I (s, d, i) is evaluated after the paths from s j to s d are calculated based on DPM. Whereas, the paths, which consist of too many hops or few-visited stations, usually lead to the low delivery ratio. Thus it is expected to further trim the search space for saving the path calculation time.
An example is exploited to describe how to trim the search space of path calculation: (i) how to reduce the width of DPM -i.e., remain the W higher delivery potentials; (ii) how to shorten its depth -i.e., prune the paths with more than D hops. Therefore, the delivery potentials in each row of DPM are sorted according to the descending order. Then the relay station, whose delivery potential is located in [W + 1, n] of DPM row, will be skipped in the path computation. Further the paths with more than D hops are pruned from DPM by deep first search method. Aiming at avoiding the invalid loopback, we skip searching the paths with any repeated selected stations.
Here the relay station selection is conducted according to the calculation of the path's delivery potential, which is described by three scenarios, i.e., the delivery-hop ranges from 1 to 3, on the kth day of delivery process:
, where the penalty factor f =
which is utilized to guarantee the proper sequence cycling trip.
Similarly, ρ(φ j,d ) in the n-hop delivery (n ≥ 4) cases can be obtained.
Algorithm 1 Evaluation of the Relay Station
Require: 
Append φ into L 6:
if minh > hop(φ) then 8: minh ← hop(φ) 9: end if 10: end if 11: end for 12: for each path φ ∈ L do 13: if hop(φ ) = minh then 14: MhP ← MhP + ρ(φ ) 15: end if 16 : end for When the data I (s, d, i) is carried by a bicycle from s i to s j , the relay station evaluation for I (s, d, i) will be conducted by Alg. 1. The available paths are obtained from the pruned search space. minh represents the minimal hop count of paths. The delivery potentials of paths, whose hop counts equal minh, are added into MhP. The number of searched paths is denoted as NumP. To avoid the redundant computation of the relay evaluation, the evaluation results (MhP and NumP) will be delivered along with the raw data by the data encapsulation mechanism. Fig. 6(a) shows that a new data will be attached with s, NumP and MhP, after its relay evaluation in the source station s s . When the data I (s, d, i) is delivered from s i to s j , the candidate relay station s j will also be evaluated to support the forwarding decision, which is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
C. FORWARDING DECISION
The forwarding decision on the data delivered from s i to s j , can be made in s j based on the relay evaluations of both I (s, d, i) will be appended into s j and be labeled with MC. The data with label MC will be discarded prior than the data without label MC, because they can not provide the available path to the destination station in the limited buffer.
After the forwarding decisions on the data are made, the following strategies should be supplemented. 1) Discard Notification. We consider the scenario that the sender station s i does not know whether I (s, d, i) is received by the receiver station s j . Then after the forwarding decisions are made, s j will integrate all the discard notifications and send them to s i via the existing cellular networks. Here these notifications, which only contain the IDs of data, will not increase the workload on the cellular networks. Thus s i can discard the corresponding packets, which have been received by the better relay stations than itself.
2) Backward Elimination. To utilize the buffer of the stations more effectively, we design the backward elimination strategy. As an example, when I (s, d, i) arrives at s d via the bike trip, s d will update its local SuccList, which stores the ID of the successfully delivered data. Then if a bike travels from s d to s j , this bike will also take the SuccList of s d to s j . Before making the forwarding decisions about the data from s d , the local SuccList of s j will merge with the SuccList from s d . The data, whose IDs appear in the merged SuccList, will be dropped from s j . Further s j also can refuse the coming packets, which have been successfully delivered to the destination stations according to SuccList.
D. COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we analyze the computation complexity of POF, which is compared with the benchmark, i.e., Prophet. Since POF is composed of 2 steps, the complexity analysis is as follows. Notify s i to discard I (s, d, i) 10: end if 11: if the buffer overflow occurs on s j then 12: if packets with label MC exist in s j then 13: Drop the oldest packet with MC 14: else 15: Drop the oldest packet in s j 16: end if 17: end if
In Prophet, the two-hop delivery probability P (a,c) needs to be computed besides updating and aging one-hop delivery probability P (a,b) . Thus the computation complexity is O(n), when the contact event or the aging event happens.
Though the computation complexity of POF is higher, POF can provide higher delivery ratio because of considering more hops paths.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of: 1) the delivery ratio; 2) the delivery latency; 3) the expected hop count. The simulation settings and the benchmarks are presented, followed by the simulation results and discussion.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare it with several benchmarks. Short descriptions about the benchmarks are given as follows: 1) Ep-NL: the buffers of the stations are set as unlimited. Each packet will be replicated to any encountered station. 2) Oracle: the future cycling trips can be accurately predicted. The branches of the delivery path with the minimum delay will be kept. The others will be ignored in the data forwarding. 3) Epidemic: the buffers are set with the fixed limit. Each packet will be replicated to any encountered station. 4) Spray&Wait: the source station generate N copies for each packet. If station s i with K copies of I (s, d) send a bicycle to station s j with no copies, it will send K /2 copies to s j . 5) JDER: the packet will be transmitted only when it encounters its destination. 6) Prophet: P (a,b) , which will be updated and aged, is exploited to evaluate the probability of the transmission from station s a to station s b . P (a,c) = P (a,b)old
The trace of the Nanjing Public Bicycle System, which has been described in Section III, is employed to evaluate the performance. The total number of cycling trips among 98 stations in June, 2017 is 81, 038. The trace used in the simulation covers 5 days, from 00:00 a.m. on June 19, 2017 to 23:59 a.m. on June 23, 2017 . The data generation rate ranges from 2 to 20 packets each hour. The buffer limit of each station is set as 10 and 20 packets. Before the process of data delivery, the previous trace, from June 1, 2017 to June 19, 2017 , is adopted to adjust the delivery potentials. The parameters of pruned search space, D and W, are set as 9 and 55, respectively.
B. DELIVERY RATIO
The delivery ratio with the buffer limit of 20 and 10 are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively. We can find that the delivery ratio will decrease with the data generation rate increasing, except JDER and Ep-NL. Ep-NL can achieve the optimal delivery ratio because of the unpractical assumption, i.e., the unlimited buffer. Due to another idealistic assumption that Oracle can predict the future trips accurately, the delivery ratio of Oracle is higher than those of other methods, except that of Ep-NL. When the data generation rate is less than 6 packets per hour, most of algorithms can achieve the high delivery ratio (more than 50%) with the buffer limit of 20. When the data generation rate increases to 20 packets per hour, the delivery ratio of POF will decrease to 40%. Because the multiple copies of data occupy the limited buffer of bike stations, Epidemic and Spray&Wait decrease more than Prophet in terms of the delivery ratio with the data generation rate increasing. We can also observe that POF can provide the higher delivery ratio than others, except Oracle and Ep-NL. The reason is that POF utilizes the multi-path strategy to evaluate the candidate relay station, which can calculate the accurate probability of data delivery. Fig. 7 (b) also presents that POF can achieve the higher delivery ratio in the most of the traffic load than other schemes, expect Oracle and Ep-NL, when the buffer limit is 10. Fig. 8 shows the expected delivery latency of successfully delivered data, when the buffer limit is 20 and 10. We can find that the delivery latency of Prophet and JDER is obviously higher than other schemes. Prophet usually misses the faster delivery path when exploiting the historical records to deliver the data. In JDER, the data will stay in the source station only when the cycling trips to destination station occur. Since Epidemic generates the copy for each bike station, the data, which require more time to be delivered, tend to be dropped in the relay station because of the limited buffer. Therefore, Epidemic can provide the lower average delivery latency than Oracle and Ep-NL. We can see that the delivery latency of POF increases when the data generation rate increases. The reason is that the data without searched paths, which cost longer delivery time, will be generated more frequently with the higher data generation rate.
C. DELIVERY LATENCY

D. EXPECTED HOP COUNT
The expected hop count of these schemes are shown in Fig. 9 , where JDER can achieve the fewest hops. In JDER, each successfully delivered data only needs one hop delivery. Oracle and Ep-NL require more hops to get the proper delivery ratio than others. Due to the application of the delivery probability, Prophet can achieve the less expected hop count than Spray&Wait with the expense of the higher delivery latency. The expected hop count of POF decreases with the data generation rate increasing. The reason is that the data, which require more hops to be successfully delivered, will be more likely to be dropped when the buffer of the relay station has been occupied by more data.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the Probability-driven Opportunistic Forwarding (POF) scheme is proposed for the opportunistic network in the bike-sharing system. The Markov chain and the queuing model are exploited to formulate and estimate the delivery ratio on the mathematically lattice model. Considering the tradeoff between efficiency and precision, this proposed algorithm utilizes the limited search depth and search width in the delivery potential matrix. Extensive performance evaluations with other algorithms have shown the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In the future, we will try to improve the precision of the estimation in the lattice model and extend it to other situations. 
